San Francisco Quilt Guild

QUILTAWAY 2022
“Together Again”

Walker Creek Ranch Retreat & Conference Center
1700 Marshall‐Petaluma Road
Petaluma, CA 94952
www.WalkerCreekRanch.org

Three or Four Night Options
Wednesday/Thursday, June 8 ‐ Sunday, June 12, 2022
Workshops Friday & Saturday
Registration forms should be mailed, postmarked no earlier than
February 15, 2022, with your $200 deposit.
Balance due May 2, 2022
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Friday Workshops
Colleen Granger – Rings of Change

Rings of Change is designed for success. The rings are topstitched onto the background fabric
so easy piece work. The edges can be turned and topstitched or left raw edged and
topstitched. There are several options to make this quilt unique to the quilter. The original
version uses 18 fabrics per ring so it will lend itself to using a 2 1/2" strip pack or you can
choose to purchase a laser cut kit or acrylic templates to make cutting easier. It will be a busy
and fun day for all!
Rings of Change can be customized to your liking. Pick fabrics that you like, need 18 - fat 1/8
yards (9" x 20"). This project can also be done using a 2 1/2" strip pack. The silk quilt has 4
groupings of 7 each colorways to create the ombre effect.
Pieces of the rings are cut using a template. Once the rings are constructed and pressed you
get to play at the design wall. Be sure to use your phone to take pictures as you move the rings
from place to place. Patterns are provided in class. Acrylic templates are extra.
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Friday Workshops
Joy‐Lily ‐ Improv Games for Quilters

Take a break from matching corners and perfect piecework. The blocks can be interchanged, mix
or match. Explore a toolkit of improvisational piecing principles, processes and strategies. Quit
matching corners, miss the points and create more exciting quilts.
Bring a coordinated selection of fabrics and you’ll go home with a handful of sample blocks that
play well together. Enjoy stress-free quilting fun.

Open Studio
Independent studio, start a new challenge or continue on an unfinished project.
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Sue Fox– Begin as You Mean to Go On— An Exploration in Personal
Process, Inspired by Vintage Quilts & Their Makers

Friday’s workshop is the Perfect Opportunity to dive into using “Meaning‐Full” Materials (like the Clothing of a loved
one… Souvenir fabrics from a foreign trip… Unusual and/or upcycled materials that have caught your eye…) Any
materials that you love but have been hesitant to cut into (because you don’t really know how to use it & you don’t
want to “ruin” it…) are fair game for this workshop!
I am constantly inspired by the creativity of Vintage Quilts & their Makers (often identified as “Anonymous”) who were
making quilts WAY before the advent of Pinterest & YouTube… and also BEFORE the plethora of Books, Blogs and
Magazines that constantly “tell us what to make.”
Vintage & Historical Quilts are often assembled from the same basic array of simple block components— along with
many variations— just put together in different ways. These time‐tested blocks also employ straight line sewing, with
pieces cut and stitched together into geometric patterns. The versatility of these components is astounding.
This workshop is aimed to inspire further exploration into discovering your own vocabulary for quilt‐making using
these accessible techniques. Do you find yourself drawn to certain types of quilts over and over again…? Can you
identify the common Design Elements in these quilts that make your heart beat faster? (Make a list— these are the
types of blocks and techniques I am referring to.)
The “Community Built” Opportunity Quilt project is based on just such simple quilt blocks & assembly processes, in this
case chosen by one quilter, Sue Fox. The blocks and process tutorials offered for “CB” (and available on the SFQG
website Member Page) are a great place to begin your own exploration of Component Building.
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Saturday Workshops
Colleen Granger – Chugach Range

Chugach Range is named for the northern most mountain range in Alaska. It uses one full 2
1/2" strip pack of 40 strips or cut from your stash or scrap bags. It can be as scrappy as you
want. If you need a bit of a challenge you can add some accent strips to add some zest!
The quilt ends up as a nice lap size or a twin size depending on the setting triangles and the size
of border. A 12" 60 degree triangle ruler is needed for this class. The instructor will bring a
couple to share and some to sell. Most people will have all their pieces cut and on a design
wall. The crazy border (shown in purple) will also be demonstrated in class. A great day for all
skill levels.

Open Studio
Independent studio, start a new challenge or continue on an unfinished project.
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Saturday Workshops
Joy‐Lily ‐ Lazy Leaves

Discover how easy it is to create these striped, curved leaves. Make the first leaf blocks for a
large quilt. A table runner makes a great project to finish in one day. Learn how to finish with
zigzag edges. For a baby quilt learn the secret of lining up cornerstones in sashing.
A beginner level pattern, lazy leaves are fast and easy.
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Saturday Workshops
Sue Fox– Maker’s Choice— Start with Components, Decide on a Layout
Strategy & Make a Quilt Unique to YOU.

If you have generally made quilts using a Pieced Design that you have found in a book, magazine or online, you may
wonder how Quilt Designers comes up with their ideas. In this workshop we investigate some of the ways that a quilt’s
components can be brought together into a cohesive layout & give you a checklist for following your own pathway to
vibrant Quilt Design.
We will physically explore various Lay‐out Strategy options by using the “Community Built” Opportunity Quilt
Components. Some approaches we’ll take on are— Medallion‐style… Row‐by‐row… Columns (aka: “Strippy” Quilts)…
Cruciform… Grids… Sashed & Bordered… Random… Asymmetrical… and more.
You are encouraged to bring your own set of pre‐built components to this workshop so that you can experiment with
various layout options for your own quilt. Our goal is for you to have a good plan for how you’ll assemble your
components into a “flimsy” (aka: quilt top) and perhaps stitch up a good start on it before the end of the day.
— Please NOTE— The “Community Built” KIT tutorials offer an excellent way to learn working with SILK in quilt
making. You can join the Volunteer effort by going to the SFQG website Member page and signing up online. This
allows you to learn how to use SILK for your personal component build. Alternately you can bring components made
using any material of your choice.
— Please also NOTE— The Supply List includes a “Recommended Guideline (and Checklist)” to assist in using your
months between NOW and QuiltAway to put together a “sizeable” set of components. Make an appointment (which is
part of the workshop package) for a half‐hour ZOOM consultation directly with Sue Fox to help you strategize your next
few months to best advantage. Appointments made several months in advance of QuiltAway are encouraged to allow
you maximum time for preparing your materials.
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